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Abstract
The interest in using multiple spacecrafts in one mission has been inereasing over the last decade. 
However there are still a number of problems need to be addressed before the multiple spacecraft 
system can be operated effeetively. Automated planning and scheduling is one of the problems. 
An intelligent planning and scheduling system, referred to as “planner” for short here, is not 
new to single spacecraft missions. Space agencies like NASA and ESA have already applied 
this technology to some of their missions. But the question remained is how to plan and sehed- 
ule a group of spacecrafts effectively? Although some experimental solutions exist, there are 
still a number of crucial problems left: (i) Multiple spacecraft systems suffer high dimensional 
unpredictability and non-linearity which traditional planning and scheduling technology can not 
handle well; (ii) Multiple decision makers need to be ineorporated into planning and scheduling; 
(iii)Exploring the huge state space consumes eomputational resource heavily.
In this research, we introduce a novel way to design a planner for future multiple spaeecraft 
operation, for example a multiple small rovers mission. We borrow the agent concept from 
artificial intelligence so as to abstract the complex spaceeraft, as a result a group of multiple 
spacecraft can be seen as a multi-agent system without losing the system’s functional integrity. 
This enables us to utilize the agent based model that simplifies the planner design. We choose the 
reinforcement learning as the core planning algorithm for agent’s planner, whieh enables each 
agent to be adaptive enough for the stochastie environment, and the eooperative behaviour among 
agents can emerge without communication. A new design has been made for the reinforcement 
learning value function so that communication among agents is not required for the proposed 
planner.
iii
We have developed a multi-agent simulator to verify the proposed design. The simulator is 
derived from a pursuit problem in the classic grid world domain, and is modified to simulate a 
planetary mission scenario containing multiple rovers. We have designed a number of mission 
seenarios for testing and validating the proposed algorithms. The experimental results show that 
our algorithm can help the planner generates suboptimal policies by function approximation for 
agent much more efficiently.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Two problems lower down the cost efficiency of space missions, (i) Manual space mission oper­
ations using a group of scientists and engineers is expensive; (ii)Space missions including only 
one spacecraft have low redundancy hence high risk.
The traditional operation of a space mission is extremely complex and knowledge intensive. 
There are two challenges in the operation loop (Sherwood et al., 2007): (i) A manual command 
schedule is very complicated; (ii) The command schedule is fixed on-board, which is not adap­
tive for real-time operation and easily leads to task failure. Therefore, automated Planning and 
Scheduling (PS) can significantly improve mission operation. Compared with the manual opera­
tion method, an automated planner allows the scientists to just setup their scientific goals. Then 
the ground planner can generate a schedule of tasks based on these goals. After the operator 
uplinks the schedule to the spacecraft, an on-board planner decomposes the task into relevant 
spacecraft commands for the execution software. In the case of working with a fully automated 
planner, scientists can uplink science goals to the spacecraft’s on-board computer directly. Dur­
ing commands execution on the spacecraft, the planner can continually re-plan the command 
schedule by monitoring the execution state of the spacecraft to avoid task failure. The spaeecraft 
can also self drive by quickly responding to opportunistic science events, and sending new goals
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to the on-board planner. In general, an automated planner can bring four major benefits to the 
mission operation:
• Goal driven high-level command,
• Real-time on-board re-planning,
• Opportunistie and more valuable science acquisition,
• Reduce the cost of mission operation.
Because of these advantages, intelligent planning has been widely used in space missions during 
the last decade, such as the missions mentioned in section 2.
Conventional planetary exploration missions favour single spacecraft, like a single rover or a 
single orbiter. These missions are limited by engineering constraints, mission redundancy, and 
scientific return (Reichhardt, 2004). Therefore the multi-agent systems have been considered 
as the next generation of space explorers and can reduce the disadvantages of traditional single 
spaceeraft based missions. An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environ­
ment through sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators (Russell and Norvig, 
2009). Therefore, multiple spacecraft can be seen as multiple agents. Figure 1.1 shows the 
future mission scenarios of using multiple spacecraft. Under the new paradigm imagined: (i) 
Tasks can be exeeuted beyond the limits of single spacecraft, and can be achieved more rapidly; 
(ii) It is possible that a complex task can be done by multiple agents rather than one expensive 
super-agent; (iii) Such a multi-agent system also represents a highly distributed dynamic wireless 
sensor network to achieve more efficient planetary reconnaissance.
To bring the two visions together, one key technical challenge is on how to design the auto­
mated planner for a space multi-agent system.
1.2 Scope of Research
The purpose of this research is to find an alternative approach to the multi-agent planner. We 
assume that our operational objectives are a group of rovers, each of the rovers can be seen as a
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Figure 1.1: Tri-level hierarchical multi-agent architecture for autonomous remote planetary sur­
face and subsurface exploration (Fink et al., 2005)
perfect agent with a couple of noiseless sensors, a set of primitive actions and a planner for plan­
ning and scheduling its actions to achieve tasks. We also assume that there is no communication 
among agents, but agents can perceive each other through their sensors. We test our design in
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simulation at the end due to resource limitations.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aims of this research are:
• Build a simulator of multi-agent system,
• Develop an algorithm for multi-agent planning,
• Demonstrate the capability of the planner.
In order to achieve these aims, we have following objectives:
• Investigate AI robotics,
• Investigate automated planning technology,
• Investigate reinforcement learning algorithms,
• Investigate multi-agent systems,
• Investigate planning algorithms,
• Build the simulator by agent based programming,
• Design simulation scenarios,
• Implement planning algorithms,
• Do experiments to compare performance.
1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is divided into the following chapters: Chapter 2 completes a literature 
review of relevant systems and platforms. In this chapter we have a focus on existing robotics
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architecture first, then we review some planners used in space missions to date, and we shift 
focus to multi-agent planning at the end; Chapter 3 completes the literature review of associated 
planning algorithms which include search algorithms and Reinforcement Learning (RL) algo­
rithms; Chapter 4 introduces the design of our multi-agent planner, this includes the algorithm 
design and the simulator design; Chapter 5 demonstrates the results of experiments in different 
scenarios; Chapter 6 summarises this research and comes up with some suggestions for future 
work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review: Systems
We introduce a collection of relevant systems and platforms in this chapter. The purpose of 
this review is to learn the design experience of the state-of-the-art, and to find useful tools for 
ourselves design, especially the cost efficient rovers. The review is constituted by three parts: 
robotics platforms, planners, multi-agent systems. Each part introduces a list of impactive de­
signs and their features. The core technology used by the planners will be introduced in the next 
chapter.
2.1 Robotics Platforms
A robotics platform is a software implementation which usually supplies the hardware drivers, 
inner communication protocol, development toolchain and so on (Kramer and Scheutz, 2006). 
There are a great many platforms in the robotics community like: CLARAty (Volpe et al., 2001), 
Player (Gerkey et al., 2003), ROS (Quigley et al., 2009), Orocos (Bruyninckx, 2001), YARP 
(Metta et al., 2006), Orca, MOOS and Microsoft Robotics Studio. Some of them are designed 
for special usage like CLARAty; Some of them are popular in open source community like 
Player and ROS; Some of them come with planners, which give us template-like clues for our 
own design; Some of them do not have any planner yet, still give us hints about system design 
patterns.
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2.1.1 CLARAty
Future planetary exploration missions will demand much more intelligence from spacecraft, 
which are very difficult to develop because of the multi-disciplinary nature of the technolo­
gies. In order to integrate different technology contributions from multiple participants easily 
and be flexible to future space missions, NASA started a reusable robotic software framework 
CLARAty (Estlin et al., 2001; Urmson et al., 2003; Nesnas et al., 2001, 2003b,a, 2006; Nesnas, 
2007). Coupled-Layer Architecture for Robotic Autonomy (CLARAty) is the first generic frame­
work in the space applications domain, and supports a variety of space robot hardware platforms 
belonging to NASA. Many of its function modules are derived by another newer NASA mobile 
space robotics software platform Service-Oriented Robotic Architecture (SORA) (Flueckiger 
et al., 2008).
The major feature of CLARAty is its two-layer architecture, which is depicted in Figure 2.1. 
The top layer is the decision layer, which adopts the declarative programming paradigm. In this 
layer, the designer only needs to model the behaviors and constraints of the robot, but does not 
need to describe any program logic like action sequences and control loops. The program logic 
is generated automatically by the planner, which is CASPER in CLARAty, after a goal has been 
input. We will introduce CASPER in more detail later in section 2.2.2. The bottom functional 
layer, using the procedural programming paradigm, provides not only hardware abstraction, but 
also autonomous modules such as navigation, estimation, motion control and machine vision. 
The interaction of the two layers can be understood by considering the creation and execution of 
activities on a time-line (Volpe et al., 2001). Figure 2.1 shows the two layers with the sequence of 
activation highlighted in green, in the decision layer, high level goals are decomposed into sub­
tasks until there is some bottom level goal that directly accesses the function layer to command 
the rovers (Volpe et al., 2001).
As a generic robotic framework, CLARAty also provides an extendible platform for specific 
applications like science analysis and dynamic simulation.
The space rovers that have only CLARAty installed will not behave intelligently in science 
missions, unless extra science function modules are integrated. For this reason, NASA developed
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an onboard science analysis module Onboard Autonomous Science Investigation System (OA­
SIS) (Castano et al, 2004b,a, 2005, 2007, 2008; Estlin et al, 2007) as an extension of CLARAty 
to enable rovers to achieve tough science tasks. OASIS contains two primary components: fea­
ture detection, data analysis and prioritization. Due to these two components, space rovers can 
return the most valuable serendipitous science data intelligently during autonomous long dis­
tance traverses. Figure 2.2 shows the working flow of CLARAty with the planner CASPER and 
scientific module OASIS.
Taking account of safety and resource limitations, testing robotics systems in a simulation 
environment is always a cost efficient method for mission validation. CLARAty can be extended 
to construct a closed loop simulation platform by ROAMS and Dspace, which are developed 
in JPLs DARTS Lab. Rover Analysis, Modeling and Simulation (ROAMS) is a physics-based 
simulator for planetary surface exploration vehicles (Yen et al., 1999; Jain et al., 2003, 2004), it
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Figure 2.2: CLARAty working with other function modules.
is an extension of spacecraft simulation toolkit Dshell/Darts (Biesiadecki et al., 1997; Pomerantz 
et al., 2009; Lim and Jain, 2009) which is able to model spacecraft kinematics, dynamics, sensors, 
actuators and mission environment. Dspace (Pomerantz et al., 2009) is a 3D visualization module 
for real-time planetary rover exploration mission simulation.
2.1.2 Player
During this decade, a great contribution to robotics has been from open source community. The 
Player project (Gerkey et al., 2001, 2003; Vaughan et al., 2003; Collett et al., 2005) is such 
an example,it was the most popular software platform in robotics community before ROS (see 
section 2.1.3), and its 2D and 3D simulators Stage and Gazebo are still the two standard tools in 
both the academic and industrial area.
The major feature of Player is its server/client architecture. Player is implemented as a multi­
threaded TCP socket server which allows clients with IP network access to write and read data to 
and from the sensors and actuators of a robot. Then developers can write all sorts of robot con­
trollers and sensor algorithms like navigation, estimation, motion control, machine vision and 
so on as ‘clients’ to communicate with the Player ‘server’. Figure 2.3 shows the concept of the 
Player architecture. This architecture brings two benefits directly: (i) A client can access hard­
ware through the network from anywhere, and such a distributed scheme lets several programs
10 CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW: SYSTEM S
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can represent different behaviors of one robot or a single program can represent one behavior of 
multiple robots; (ii) The server provides hardware models with a unified interface, so as to allow 
the client programs to be written in any language to control hardware as long as the clients obey 
the communication protocols.
Player has two simulation components: 2D simulator Stage and 3D simulator Gazebo. Both 
of them can simulate multiple robots, model different sensors and objects in dynamical envi­
ronment so as to test client programs efficiently. Further more, like ROAMS, Gazebo can also 
simulate both realistic sensor feedback and physically plausible interactions between objects. 
Apart from Webots, the most famous commercial robots simulator. Stage and Gazebo have been 
used as standard simulators in both academic and industrial areas.
2.1.3 ROS
Robot Operating System (ROS) (Quigley et al., 2009) is already became the de facto standard in 
the open source robotics community, it is one of the most active robotics platforms at the moment. 
ROS is originally developed in the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in support of the
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Stanford AI Robot project. It provides standard operating system services such as hardware 
abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly-used functionality, message- 
passing between processes, package management and so on.
One of the most attractive features of ROS is its Peer-to-peer (P2P) communication topology. 
Although client/server styles like Player can also realize multi-process and multi-host design, 
the communication will be very heavy around the central server. This could be problematic 
when a robot has many clients running on lots of on-board computers connected via network. In 
order to solve this problem and also make the code reusable for research and development, the 
processes, which are called nodes in ROS, are loosely coupled by a P2P infrastructure. Figure 2.4 
depicts this architecture. ROS can realise two different styles of communication, synchronous
Service invocation
Topic
Figure 2.4: ROS Graph Concepts
communication over services and asynchronous communication over topics, at the same time 
by this infrastructure. Both of these communication methods are coordinated by ROS’s master 
which makes the nodes to recognise each other at runtime.
Another good feature of ROS is its development toolkit. Traditional robotics platforms al­
ways borrow external tools to help the development. For instance, Dspace is used by CLARAty 
for data visualization as mentioned in section 2.1.1. This always makes the development to 
be indisciplinable and cost more resource. Like an operating system, ROS provides a number 
of tightly coupled tools for rapid development. For example, tools for file system navigation, 
package management, data plotting and visualization, document generation, and so on.
The self supported toolkit does not turn ROS into a conservative platform. Inversely, the P2P 
architecture makes ROS adaptive enough to enroll existing robotics software which have different 
strengths. This feature can extend its ability to be versatile without increasing its own scale. For 
example: Open Robot Control Software (Orocos) Real Time Toolkit has been integrated for
12 CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW: SYSTEM S
developers to use tools developed for ROS to visualize the communication between controllers; 
OpenCV (Bradski and Kaehler, 2005) has been integrated for real-time vision processing; Karto 
mapping library has been integrated into ROS navigation stack for robust 2D mapping; Stage and 
Gazebo have been used as the simulators; Open Robotics and Animation Virtual Environment 
(OpenRAVE) (Diankov and Kuffner, 2008) has been used for grasp and manipulation planning; 
Urbi has been used for behaviour modelling and planning; (Teleo-Reaetive Executive (T-REX) 
(Megann et al, 2007) has been used as the task planner.
2.1.4 Others
There are some other relevant robotics platforms, such as Orocos (Bruyninckx, 2001) having 
focus on real-time machine control, YARP (Metta et al., 2006) having focus on building hu­
manoid robots. Carmen (Montemerlo et al., 2003) having focus on navigation, JAUS having 
focus on defining message passing standard, SORA (Flueckiger et al., 2008) having similar de­
sign purpose with CLARAty, and some more platforms which have smaller user community are 
introduced in (Kramer and Scheutz, 2006). Because of their specific usage and the scope of our 
research, we will not introduce these platforms in detail.
2.1.5 Conclusion
In history, especially up to the beginning of this century, there have been three major paradigms 
of AI robotics architecture (2.5): hierarchical, reactive and hybrid deliberative/reactive in turn. 
These paradigms are distinguished by the relationships among the three primitives of agents:
(a) Hierarchical (b) Reactive (c) Hybrid (d) Two-layer (D-F)
Figure 2.5: Paradigms of Robotics Architecture
SENSE (S), PLAN (P), ACT (A) (Murphy, 2 0 0 0 ). S receives environment signals from sensors
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and generates output for other functions to process. P is not only the planner, but also a group of 
functions to implement different algorithms. It takes the output from S as input, and generates 
commands to A for execution. A generates signals to drive motor actuators on robots.
The hierarchical paradigm is the oldest paradigm, it was popular during 1967-1990. Since 
the limitation of hardware at that time, only simple functions can be implemented in P. By this 
paradigm, a robot simply senses the world, plans the next actions, and then acts accordingly. The 
reactive paradigm has been used in robotics since 1992. Two reasons make this paradigm pos­
sible: (i) Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers were interested in examining living exemplars 
of intelligence by biology and cognitive psychology; (ii) the growth of hardware technology. By 
this paradigm, a robot only has multiple instances of S-A couples as behaviours. Each behaviour 
directs the robot to achieve one movement by processing local sensory data independently, and 
complicated movement can be realised by executing behaviours concurrently. Although only a 
simple robot can be built without P, the fast execution property makes this paradigm to be the 
basis of the hybrid deliberative/reactive paradigm. The hybrid paradigm emerged in 1990’s, and 
continues to be an active area of research. By this paradigm, a robot first uses domain models and 
goals as inputs, then keeps deliberating to decompose a goal into tasks until suitable behaviours 
are selected to accomplish these tasks.
The hybrid paradigm is always implemented into two-layer architecture (D-F) as figure 2.5 
showed. All the platforms we have reviewed in this chapter can be classified into this architecture. 
However, there are still some differences which lead to different performance. CLARAty puts 
some low level functions such as navigation and estimation into the function layer, and leaves the 
planner in the decision layer. Different to CLARAty, Player puts only hardware abstractions in 
the function layer, and leaves all high-level functions and algorithms in the decision layer. These 
two platforms are typical two-layer architectures, but the design motivation of CLARAty is more 
specific: space applications. Further more, CLARAty is released under NASA’s own license but 
not open source licenses like GPL, BSD or Apache, and is optimised for NASA’s own hardware 
platforms. In consequence code transplanting is very difficult with CLARAty. Player has been 
well supported by the open source community for a long time, but it is being substituted by 
ROS recently. Because of the technology improvement of both hardware and software, ROS
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can provide a much more powerful decision layer by its much more advanced architecture. In 
addition, ROS’s federated network of code repositories, where different institutions can develop 
and release their own robot software components, enable separate communities to exchange 
software and knowledge efficiently. As a result, we consider that ROS is much more cost efficient 
choice, although efforts have yet to be contributed on its space applications.
2.2 Planning and Scheduling Systems
Because of the disadvantages of manual mission operations pointed out in sectioin 1.1, the de­
cision layer is the crucial component of intelligent rovers. Among all functions in the decision 
layer, the planning and scheduling system or automated planner is the most important one for 
decision making. In this section, we introduce three planners which have been applied in many 
space missions and indoor tasks successfully. Although they are single agent planners, the tech­
nology used by them is still a good reference for our design of a multi-agent planner.
2.2.1 EUROPA
RAX Extensible Universal Remote Operations Planning Architecture (EUROPA) (Bedrax- 
Weiss et al., 2003b,a, 2005; Daley et al., 2005; Bresina et al., 2006; Bemardini and Smith, 2007) 
is a constraint based planning system from NASA. The primitive version of EUROPA was firstly 
used by RAX system, which is the first flight-proven example of spacecraft operation autonomy 
(Bernard et ah, 1999). The RAX was demonstrated by running on-board in Deep Space 1 (DS-1) 
launched at 24th October 1998. It is a typical two-layer D-F intelligent system. The deliberative 
software Remote Agent (RA) sends commands to the real-time flight software (or controller), and 
the controller sends the execution information back to the RA. The RA integrates three layers of 
functionality:
• Constraint-based planner/scheduler Heuristic Scheduling Testbed System (HSTS),
• Reactive executive EXEC,
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# Model Identification and Recovery System (MIR) consisting of a model-based truth main­
tenance system with diagnosis and recovery module (Muscettola et ah, 2002).
HSTS provides a temporal database and modelling facility: a high-level declarative modelling 
language (Moylan and Atkins, 2006), uses depth-first, backtrack search as the basic problem 
solving engine to generate plans to EXEC. The second layer EXEC is to translate high-level 
actions of the plan into a schedule of low-level commands to flight software (function layer). 
EXEC relies on MIR to support low-Ievel sensor interpretation and commanding (Muscettola 
et ah, 2002). RAX was a major step in spacecraft autonomy technology, and it had provided a 
novel model-based goal-oriented concept to the future space missions.
EUROPA After the success of RAX, RA had been improved for other missions. EUROPA is 
the successor of RA, and it shares an intellectual heritage with the planner HSTS, and is writ­
ten in C++ (RA is written in LISP). EUROPA has the same purpose as ASPEN/CASPER (see 
section 2.2.2), but a different architecture, usage, and features. EUROPA consists of three ma­
jor components:(i) A Plan Database: The technology cornerstone of EUROPA for storage and 
manipulation of plans as they are initialized and refined. The EUROPA Plan Database integrates 
a rich representation of actions, states, objects and constraints with powerful algorithms for au­
tomated reasoning, propagation, querying and manipulation; (ii) A core solver to find and fix 
flaws in the plan database automatically. It can be configured to plan, schedule or both, and eas­
ily customized to integrate specialized heuristics and resolution operations; (iii) A debugger for 
instrumentation and visualization of applications. It also includes a very high-level, declarative 
modelling language for describing problem domains and partial-plans.
EUROPA uses a constraint-based temporal planning paradigm for representing and reasoning 
about plans. This is very different from ASPEN/CASPER which has a very conventional method 
of planning. It uses a PDDL-Iike language NDDL for more convenient modelling. It provides 
a separate plan database that can be adopted by a variety of applications including: planning 
applications, mixed-initiative planning applications and autonomous execution system on-board. 
This is a flexible way to integrate advanced planning, seheduling and constraint reasoning into 
an end-user application. EUROPA is designed to be open and extendible to aecommodate di-
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verse and highly specialised problem solving techniques within a common design framework 
and around a common technology core. A lot of space applications have applied EUROPA as 
their planners: (Muscettola et ah, 1998; Ai-Chang et ah, 2004; Baskaran et al., 2006; Muscettola 
et al., 2002; Pedersen et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008; Dorais and Gawdiak, 2003; Reddy et al., 
2008; Barreiro et al., 2009).
T-REX T-REX is one of the EUROPA based planners. It was originally designed for Autonomous 
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) (Megann et al., 2007, 2008a,b, 2009), but adopted by ROS for robot 
planning and execution. T-REX is built up by a hierarchical structure which consists of multiple 
deliberative reactors for the planning of different levels and purpose. The reactors are based on 
the embedded temporal planner EUROPA, figure 2.6 shows the structure of the reactor. The Plan
mm
Figure 2.6: T-REX Deliberative Reactor
Database stores tokens and a timeline. In T-REX, the value of a state variable is modelled as a to­
ken with temporal extent, and the values of a state variable over time are described as a timeline. 
The Synchronizer decodes the Observations of the external world into tokens and inserts them 
into the relevant timelines, and also publishes observations of any internal timelines to other re­
actors. The Planner tracks the goal requests which are values of timelines and are expressed as 
tokens in the plan database, it will be active when the plan is incomplete. The Dispatcher sends 
the planned timeline values to external actuators or dispatches the timeline to other reactors.
2.2.2 ASPEN/CASPER
ASE The ASE is another autonomous system flying on-board in the NASA’s Earth Observing 
1 (EO-1) spacecraft lunched at 21st November 2000. The architecture of ASE is depicted in
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Figure 2.7. ASE has three major components: on-board science algorithms, execution software
pbservationj f  Onboard
I  Planner J I Science
Figure 2.7 : ASE Architecture
Spacecraft Command Language (SCL), on-board planning and scheduling software Continuous 
Activity Scheduling Planning Execution and Replanning (CASPER). All these three components 
can be classified into deliberative layer in the D-F two-layer system. The science algorithms 
analyse the image data to detect the interesting features of objects, so as to make the spacecraft 
search the most valuable science data to reduce on-board data volumes and re-target interesting 
objects by itself. They also help spacecraft to capture the short-lived science phenomena for 
increasing the opportunistic science activities. The model-based goal-oriented on-board planner 
CASPER takes the goals issued by on-board science algorithms or ground operators as input, and 
outputs the schedule of activities to execution system SCL. The robust execution system SCL 
accepts the CASPER-derived plan as its input and expands the plan into low level commands to 
the functional layer Chien et al. (2005).
ASPEN CASPER is the real-time version of a ground based planner Automated Scheduling 
and Planning ENvironment (ASPEN) (Chien et al, 2000). ASPEN is a modular, reconfigurable 
application framework based on AI techniques. It is capable of supporting a variety of plan­
ning and scheduling applications including spacecraft operation planning, planning for mission
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design, surface rover planning, ground antenna utilization planning, coordinated multiple rover 
planning and so on. As a ground based system, ASPEN uses spacecraft model and high level 
goals to issue a sequence of commands executed by spacecraft to achieve the mission goals. 
ASPEN consists of:
• A PDDL like modelling language ADDL to describe the domain model,
• A constraint management system for representing and maintaining resource constraints 
and activities,
• A temporal reasoning system for representing and maintaining temporal constraints,
• A set of search algorithms for planning,
• A graphical interface for visualizing.
ASPEN provides a variety of search algorithms like Depth First Search (DES), Best First Search 
(BPS), hill-climbing. A* and so on to meet different planning requirements. It also has an it­
erative repair search algorithm which enables the user to interact with the schedule to re-plan 
efficiently. Its optimization algorithm makes plans to be optimized for a specific set of purpose 
such as maximizing science data or minimizing power consumption.
CASPER In a dynamic planning problem, intelligent spacecraft must perform purposeful ac­
tivities to ensure long-term science and engineering goals are achieved and ensure that it main­
tains positive resource margins with unexpected events. Due to this requirement, continuous 
real-time replanning for on-board applications is demanded. As a result, this technology is im­
plemented in CASPER based on ASPEN.
There are two means to extend ASPEN for a particular application: (i) Create domain-specific 
models using the modelling language; (ii) Create new code to extend application framework. The 
modelling language ADDL is sufficiently extensible to support a range of applications without 
any extensions to the code of the framework itself (Fukunaga et al., 1997). Creating new code is 
necessary when new functions, for example a new search algorithm, of ASPEN components are
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required. The apphcations of ASPEN/CASPER include (Willis et al., 1999; Estlin et al., 2005; 
Fukunaga et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2001).
2.2.3 SMACH
T-REX has been used by ROS as the high level robot planner for some applications, but it is too 
complex to prototype robot behaviours rapidly because of the domain specific language and old 
design style. In order to substitute T-REX, so as to improve the performance of ROS, Willow 
Garage has come up with a whole new planner called State MACHine (SMACH).
SMACH is a goal-driven task-level planner, it is a ROS-independent Python library for mod­
elling hierarchical state machines at its core. It is a new library that takes advantage of old con­
cepts in order to quickly create complex and robust robot behaviours with maintainable, reusable 
and modular code, therefore it is suitable for a robot to execute complex plans where all possible 
states and state transitions can be described explicitly. SMACH also provides task-level state 
tracking and debug tools for efficient development.
SMACH brings the following features for the ROS’s PS system:
• Fast prototyping: The Python based modelling language lets engineers quickly prototype 
complex state machines without learning any non-general languages.
• Complex state machines: SMACH allows engineers to design, maintain and debug large, 
complex hierarchical state machines efficiently.
• Introspection: The GUI tool visualizes the possible transitions between states, as well as
the currently active state and the important values. This makes debugging easy.
• Independent: SMACH can be integrated into any robotics platform.
SMACH has already been applied successfully in many tough indoor tasks with ROS, and is
continuing to evolve.
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2.2.4 Others
There are some other PS systems as mentioned in section 2.1.3: OpenRAVE (Diankov and 
Kuffner, 2008) is another planning environment powered by a plug-in architecture and scripting 
environment based on Python, but has focus on grasp and manipulation planning; Urbi (Baillie 
et al., 2008) is a behaviour modelling environment but very useful for planning, it has some fun­
damental ideas in common with SMACH. We will not go into their details here because of the 
restricted scope of this study.
2.2.5 Conclusion
We introduced three PS systems in this section. Generally, it is very hard to compare these 
planners from all perspectives, each of them has some advantages and disadvantages. ASPEN/- 
CASPER has been widely used in space applications, but its domain specific language is not 
easy to use, and it does not come with execution module for commands tracking and command­
ing. Further more, ASPEN/CASPER is released under NASA’s private license. EUROPA is a 
more flexible platform, is easy to extend for different purpose besides space applications, but it 
has the same problem concerning modelling language as ASPEN/CASPER. SMACH is an open 
source program, its user can use Python to model without learning any new and pecific program­
ming language. However, it does not have a temporal planning function, and its applications are 
limited to indoor mobile robots so far.
2.3 Multi-agent Systems
Conventional planetary surface exploration scenarios favour single rover missions driven by 
safety and engineering constraints, but mission redundancy and science return are deprecated 
(Reichhardt, 2004). Multi-agent system have been considered as the next generation scenarios 
to break down the disadvantages of traditional single-agent based space exploration (Fink et al., 
2005). However these scenarios bring the new challenge of autonomous operation of a spacecraft 
team. This section lists two state-of-the-art solutions for multi-agent systems.
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2.3.1 ALLIANCE
Although ALLIANCE is not for space application originally, there are still many ideas that can 
be borrowed for our case. ALLIANCE is a multi-agent system architecture (see figure 2.8) that
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Figure 2.8: ALLIANCE architecture. This agent is implemented on each robot
facilitates the fault tolerant cooperative control of teams of heterogeneous mobile robots per­
forming missions composed of loosely coupled sub-tasks that may have ordering dependencies 
(Parker, 1998). ALLIANCE allows teams of robots, each of which possesses a variety of high- 
level functions that it can perform during a mission, to individually select appropriate actions 
throughout the mission based on the requirements of the mission, the activities of other robots, 
the current environmental conditions, and the robot’s own internal states (Parker, 1998).
The pure distributed architecture brings fault tolerance and adaptivity to ALLIANCE al­
though the communication might be heavy. The disadvantage of this is the coordinative mech­
anism. The motivational behaviour is the trigger of multi-agent cooperation behaviour in AL­
LIANCE, and it needs to be designed manually in advance. However the complexity of multi­
agent systems and their joint tasks determines that the motivational behaviours have to be de­
signed very comprehensively. This is usually very difficult to achieve.
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2.3.2 MISUS
MISUS is a hierarchical multi-agent planner which is an integration work of some NASA’s 
projects like OASIS, CLARAty and CASPER. From figure 2.9 of MISUS’s architecture, we
Central Planner- New ScienceGoals
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Sub PlannerSub P anner Sub Planner
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Figure 2.9: MISUS Architecture
can see that the OASIS first analyses the data gathered by rovers, generates new science goals 
and passes them to central planner. Then top planner assigns new sub-goals to rovers in a way 
that minimizes required traverse distance and resources. Each rover plans the sub-goals by them­
selves to achieve their own sub-goals. During PS, CASPER monitors the status of plan execution 
and can do replanning if necessary. MISUS takes CASPER for both central and individual rover 
as planner. Shared Activity Coordination (SHAC) (Clement and Barrett, 2003) for coordination 
of activities. Control Architecture for Multi-robot Planetary OUTpost (CAMPOUT) Pirjanian 
et al. (2001) for coordination of behaviours (Barrett, 1997).
But the performance of this system is limited by the technology it uses. Planners like 
CASPER and EUROPA use search algorithms as their core functions. Since search algorithms 
are good at off-line planning (see section 3.1), it is suitable for action planning of single agent 
with different devices and payloads, or deterministic constraints. For a big group of robots work­
ing in a highly stochastic task environment, a search based planner has to carry out re-planning 
many times until targets are reached, and this procedure could be both time and power consum­
ing. Furthermore, the optimization approach to search algorithms determine that all the parame­
ters and problem models have to be designed by engineers and scientists on the ground, and so 
there will be no experience learned by robots themselves.
Chapter 3
Literature Review: Mathematics Tools
In previous chapter, we have summarized a collection of planners without any technical details. 
In this chapter, we introduce the mathematic mechanism of planning: search algorithms and 
reinforcement learning algorithms. We shall also take a look at the multi-agent RL which is 
related to our research. At the end we give our conclusion of these algorithms.
3.1 Graph Search
Search algorithms have been widely used for planning problems (Traverse et al., 2004). The 
typical space applications have been mentioned in 2.2. A search problem is defined formally by 
a tuple {Sj A, T, C):
•  A set of states s G 5  of a dynamic system,
• A set of actions a(s) G A of agent at each state,
• A transition model T  : S  x A S  which refers to any state reachable from a given state 
by a single action,
• A cost function C i S x A x S - ^ M  which evaluates the cost of the path between a pair 
of states.
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In each search problem, there is a corresponding state space graph as the system’s mathematical 
representation. Given an initial state and a goal state, the task of a search agent is to find a plan 
or a path between them. The agent starts by putting the initial state into a list called open, then 
picks up a state in it according to some queuing discipline, and tests whether it is the goal state 
or not. If it is, the agent finds a path, otherwise the agent puts the succeed states generated by 
the transition model into the open list. After these steps, the agent gets another state from the 
open list again until it is empty. The process described above is called general graph-search 
algorithm. The formal pseudo code of graph-search is showed in algorithm 1. All the other
Algorithm 1 General Graph-search Algorithm
Input: problem, open 
Output: plan, or failure
open G- Insert(start state) 
closed i— Insert(start state) 
while open Empty do 
node 4— Pop-out(open) 
if Godl-test[problem](node) then 
return Solution(noc?e) 
else
if Successor\problem](node) is not in closed then 
open Insert(Successor[pro6 /em](node)) 
closed Insert(Successor[pro6 /em](node)) 
end if 
end if 
end while
search algorithms introduced following are depend on the general graph-search algorithm. The 
nature of these different algorithms can be distinguished by the properties of the open list.
3.1.1 Uninformed Search
If an agent is given no information about the search problem other than its definition, all they can 
do is to find the successors of a leaf state or distinguish the goal state, then it is an uninformed 
search agent. There are two well known uninformed search algorithms: DES and BPS, which 
work without any cost functions C{st), the path cost C  between any state pair is assumed to be
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unit. The Uniform Cost Search (UCS) introduces a cost function into searching so as to solve 
more practical problems with different path costs.
Depth-first Search The DFS algorithm expands the deepest node first, and that can be im­
plemented simply by using a Last In First Out (LIFO) stack for the open list. In algorithm 2: 
DFS search proceeds quickly to the deepest level of a search tree where the state nodes have no
Algorithm 2 Depth-first Search Algorithm
Input: problem 
Output: plan,orfailure  
1: return Graph-search(pro6 /em, Stack())
successors. This property makes DFS require small memory since it needs to store only one path 
from the initial state to a leaf state. It always finds a path between the initial state and the goal 
state immediately, but can not guarantee to find the optimal one.
Breadth-first Search The BPS algorithm expands the shallowest states first which can be im­
plemented by a First In First Out (FIFO) queue as the open list, see algorithm 3: Expanding the
Algorithm 3 Breadth-first Search Algorithm
Input: problem 
Output: plan,orfailure  
1: return Graph-search(pro6 /em, Queue())
shallowest states first makes BPS always find the optimal path if the path cost function C(st) is 
non-decreasing. For instance, all the paths cost C  are unit. However, BPS is not always a good 
choice, because it will expand all the state nodes shallower than the goal state and this could cost 
a lot of computational resource in some situation.
Uniform-cost Search UCS algorithm utilises a path cost function
C{st) = C{sq, a{so), 5i) +  C{si, a(si), 5 2 ) +  • • • -f C{st-i, a{st~i), St) (3.1)
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as the evaluation function f(s t)  to evaluate the cost of a state, and then expand the cheapest state 
first. This strategy can be implemented by a priority queue as the open list, see algorithm 4. 
Compare with the BPS, UCS leads to finding the optimal plan with lowest cost but not the lowest
Algorithm 4 Uniform-cost Search Algorithm
Input: problem 
Output: plan,orfailure  
1: return Graph-search(pro&/em, Priority-queue(Cost(node)))
depth.
3.1.2 Informed Search
The disadvantages of uninformed search algorithms are: (i) The exploration options at each state 
are in all directions; (ii)There is no information about the location of the goal, so that the agent 
is blind during the whole search process. In order to use less computational resource but still 
generate an optimal path, the agent has to make use of smarter search strategy.
According to section 3.1, we can find that the behaviour of a basic search algorithm is totally 
dependent on the property of the open list. Since the open list uses the evaluation function f{st)  
to determine the queue of the states in it, the choice of the evaluation function determines the 
search strategy. In other words, we could use a better f{st)  to explore the state space graph 
more efficiently. Here we introduce the heuristic function H{st) to improve the behaviour of 
evaluation function. Heuristics are arbitrary non-negative functions which estimate how close a 
state is to a goal. Apparently, such a heuristic gives the information of goal direction and distance 
from a state.
A**' search As a matter of fact, the evaluation function can be written as f(s t)  =  H{st), and 
the algorithm using this evaluation function is called best-first search. But in that case, such an 
algorithm is not optimal and is incomplete. The most famous one is the A* algorithm 5, which 
evaluates a state by combining the path cost function C{st) and heuristic function H{st): (3.2)
;(g )  =  C(s) +  Pf(g) (3.2)
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This means that A* search always expands the state which it thinks is on the cheapest path from 
the initial state to the goal state first. It turns out that this strategy is both complete and optimal if 
the heuristic is an admissible heuristic which never overestimates the cost to reach the goal. For 
example, the heuristic of the goal state should be zero. The detail of A* is given in algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 A* Search Algorithm
Input: problem 
Output: plan, or fa ilure  
1: Estimate(norfe) = Cost(node)+}ieuTistic\problem](node)
2 : return Graph-search(pro&/em, Priority-queue(Estimate(node)))
3.2 Reinforcement Learning
In a search problem, the transition model is deterministic. However that is not always appropriate 
for real systems which suffer uncertainty all the time. One solution is replanning, which is
mentioned in section 2.2.2, but it is resource consuming. Moreover, the adaptivity to uncertainty 
is very important to planetary rovers. For these reasons, Markov Decision Process (MDP) models 
are often used to describe dynamical systems. An MDP is defined as a tuple in the form of
• A set of states s G S of the dynamical system,
• A set of actions a G A (per state),
• A transition function T  ; S' x A -> 5, is the probability that agent chooses a from s leads 
to next state s': P ( 5 '|s, a), also called the model of dynamical system,
• A reward function R{s, a{s), s') or R  : S  ^  M, is the evaluative feedback with the required 
properties of each state.
MDPs are a family of stochastic search problems which can be solved by RL algorithms. 
When RL algorithms are applied to solve the MDP problems, they do not look for explicit paths 
or plans like search algorithms, but optimal policies tt : S' —> A which are functions mapping
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state space to action space. The mechanism of how to find the optimal policy by RL is the princi­
ple of maximum expected utility. An agent’s preferences between system states are captured by 
a utility function, which assigns a single number to express the desirability of the choice. Util­
ities combine with the system models (T) to give an expected utility of each action. A rational 
agent should always choose an action that maximises the agent’s expected utility. In long-term 
decision problems, RL utilises the discounted rewards method (see equation (3.3)) to measure 
the utility of an action queue.
U(so, «2; ‘ ~  P("5o) +  'yR{^l) +  T^P('S2) +  • • • (3.3)
The discount factor 7  is a number between 0 and 1, describing the performance of an agent for 
current rewards over future rewards. When 7  is close to 0, rewards of the distant future are 
insignificant, then the agent is myopic.
Depending on the utility function, the expected utility of a state s under a policy tt is defined 
formally as:
(3.4)^ j ^ R ( s t ) \ s o  = s
. t=0
This function is called the state-value function or just value function. It is the expected return 
when starting in s and following policy tt thereafter. The action-value function or Q-value func­
tion under a policy tt is defined as:
<5 ^(5 , a) = E t,
t=0
(3.5)
This function is the expected return starting from s, taking the action a, and following policy tt 
thereafter.
For a finite MDP, there is at least one policy that is better than or equal to all other policies. 
This is the optimal policy t t *.  All optimal policies have the same optimal value functions:
y*(s) =  m axU^(g) (3.6)
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Q*(s, a) =  m axQ ’^ (s, a) (3.7)
In the following sections, we will introduce two fundamental classes of methods for solving the 
reinforcement learning problem: Dynamic Programming (DP) and Temporal-Difference (TD) 
learning. Each of them has different features: DP methods are well developed mathematically, 
but require a complete and accurate model of the environment; TD methods require no model 
and are fully incremental, but are more complex to analyze (Sutton and Barto, 1998a).
3.2.1 Dynamic Programming Method
If the utility of a state is the expected sum of discounted rewards from a point onwards, then there 
is a direct relationship between the utility of a state and the utility of its neighbours: the utility 
of a state is the immediate reward for that state plus the expected discounted utility of the next 
state, assuming that the agent chooses the optimal action. According to this idea derived from 
DP, TT* is available when the optimal value functions (3.8) and (3.9) are found.
y  (a) =  max y ]  r (g , a, s') [.R +  7 ^ '  (a')] (3.8)
Q‘ (s,a) =  y ] T ( s ,a ,s ') [ f l  +  7 V (s ')] (3.9)
s '
These functions satisfy the Bellman optimality equations (Bellman, 2003). The optimal value 
functions also imply the relationships between the value functions and optimal policies:
V*(s) = max Q*{s, a) (3.10)
TT* (g) =  arg max Q* (g, o) (3.11)
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Value Iteration One DP solution is the value iteration algorithm (see Algorithm 6 ) which com­
putes optimal values for all states at once using successive approximations offline, with no re­
planning needed. It simply turns the Bellman optimality equation (3.8) into the Bellman updates 
(3.12) (Bertsekas, 2007) to estimate values for all states onwards step by step until convergence 
to unique optimal values.
y '(s )  =  m axyyT (s,o ,s ')[ir; +  7 V(s')] (3.12)
Algorithm 6 Value Iteration Algorithm
Input: mdp; 7 : discount rate; N: iteration times 
1: Initialize V(g) for all s G S'
2 : for z =  0  to A  — 1 do 
3: y ( s )  f -  W (g )
4: for each s G S do
5: V'(s) G- maxa J2s' -f 7 U(s')]
6 : end for
7: end for
3.2.2 Temporal-Difference Learning Method
In the real world, the dynamic model of a system is usually very difficult to be formulize explic­
itly, specially the T  in (S, A, T, R) is unknown. In this case, agents must actually try actions and
explore states to learn from experience. This is termed model-free online learning (Sutton and
Barto, 1998b).
The model-based policy evaluation can be calculated by simplified Bellman updates:
v;(s) = y y r(s ,7 r(s ) ,s ')[ i?  +  7K (s')] (3.13)
5 '
Then if there is no model, an agent can learn from experience or samples (3.14)
samplek = R{s, 7r(s), s'^) 4- 7 K ( 4 )  (3.14)
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to approximate the expectation:
1 ^
V^{s) = -  ^  samplci (3.15)
i = \
Now the problem is how to calculate the average of the samples. Since distant past values were 
likely to be wrong anyway, the exponential moving average 3.16 can be used to obtain the average 
of samples to make recent samples more important.
_ _  +  (1 — a ) X n - l  +  (1 — 0Lf‘X n -2  3------ ('X
l  +  ( l - a )  +  ( l - a ) 2  +  ---  ^ ■ ’
For lowering the complexity of calculation, we can use running average 3.17 to estimate the 
value of a state.
Xn = {I -  Oi)Xn-l +  aXn (3.17)
Then we have the value update function for the TD learning algorithm.
V^[s) =  (1 — a)%r(s) +  a(sample)
= Vt,{s) +  a{sample — K W ) (3.18)
Q-learning The TD learning algorithm is a model-free way to do policy evaluation, however it 
is hard to turn values into a new pohcy. The idea of the Q-leaming algorithm is to learn Q-values 
directly and so also make action selection model-free. By deriving new sample function using 
the Q-value from (3.14):
sample =  R-\- 7 F (s')
= R  L 'y  max Q (s', a') (3.19)
a'
we can update Q-values by:
Q'(s, a) =  (1 — a)Q (s, a) +  {a)sample  (3.20)
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The Q-leaming algorithm (see Algorithm 7) does sample-based Q-value iteration to converge to 
the optimal value.
Algorithm 7 Q-leaming Algorithm
Input: mdp; e: exploration probability; a: learning rate; 7 : discount rate 
1: Initialize Q{s, a)
2 : repeat 
3: Initialize s
4; repeat
5: Choose an a of s using policy derived form Q (e.g. e-greedy)
6 : Execute s, observe r and s'
7: a) i— (1 — cT)Q(s, a) +  œ[R -f ' jV (s')]
8 : until s is terminal state
9: until End episode
3.3 Multi-agent RL
MDP can also be used to model the multi-agent system. In that case, the MDP can be defined by 
the tuple (S, A, T, R):
• A set of states s G S of the whole dynamical system including all agents,
• A set of joint actions a = (ai, 0 2 , . . . ,  Un), a  E A ,a i  e  Ai. Elementary actions are chosen 
by n acting agents,
• A transition function T  : S  x  A S ,  is the probability that system chooses a joint action 
a  from s leads to next state s' : P (s '|s , a),
• A reward function Ri : S  ^  R  o f agent i, is the evaluative feedback with the required 
properties of each state.
And the purpose is to find the optimal policy tt : 5  — )■ A  which are functions mapping state 
space to joint action space. If Ri  = R 2 = “ • = Rn, then all the agents have the same goal, 
and the multi-agent system is fully cooperative. If Ri ^  Rj, then agents have opposite goals.
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and the multi-agent system is competitive. Mixed types are neither fully cooperative nor fully 
competitive. In this research, we have a focus on fully cooperative multi-agent systems.
In fully cooperative multi-agent systems, the learning goal is to maximize the total common 
discounted return from every agent. If we assume that the whole system is a System of Systems 
(SoS), and a centralized controller is available to control this system, then the problem would be 
reduced to a single agent MDP problem. In that case, the optimal policy:
7T* (s) =  arg max Q* (s, a) (3.21)
can be found when the joint-action values converge by Q-leaming:
Q'{s, a) =  (1 — a)Q(s, a) 3- a [ R j V (s')] (3.22)
where R  = X)r=i
However, there is always a coordination problem when we see the multi-agent system as an 
SoS, because each agent makes its decision independently. According to the coordination view 
of a multi-agent system, cooperative multi-agent RL algorithms are classified into two types: 
coordination-based and coordination-free.
3.3.1 Coordination-based
The first try of coordination-based RL is described in (Tan, 1993). In that work, each agent is a 
typical q-leamer independently, and three coordination schemes are supplied: sensation sharing, 
policy sharing and episodes sharing. By the first scheme, agents can share the sensory data 
between each other under some constraints, so that the sensory state of each agent is extended; By 
the second scheme, agents can share their learned policies at various frequencies to complement 
each other because their learned knowledge during training will differ by exploring the different 
parts of state space; By the third scheme, agents can share their experience of each episode. All 
the sharing activities are done by communication.
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(Makar et ak, 2001) eomes up with an approach to multi-agent RL by hierarchical RL with 
MAXQ value function decomposition mentioned in (Dietterich, 1999). This method modifies 
the hierarchical RL so as to let agents learn both task-level coordination skills and the low-level 
policies using a multi-agent MAXQ-like task graph. After applying the MAXQ decomposition 
on the joint-action values, the Q-values of agent i is:
Qi(p, 5, a) = Vi{ai, s) +  Q(p, s, a) (3.23)
where
(3.24)
maXfl  ^Qi{p, s, ak) if task p is composite
P{s\s',p)R{s\s',p) if task p is primitive
The completion function Ci{p, s, a) is the discounted expected reward of completion of subtask 
Qi executed by agent i when the other agents are executing subtasks akj{k e {1 , . . .  , n } , k  i).
However, convergence to (hierarchically) optimal policies is no longer guaranteed since lower-
level subtask policies are varying at the same time as learning higher-level policies.
(Guestrin et al., 2001, 2002) use coordination graphs to specify the cooperation explicitly 
when the global Q-function can be additively decomposed into local Q-values that only depend 
on the actions of a subset of agents for different states, then the local Q-values have smaller 
dimensions than the global Q-value which is easier for Q-leaming to reach the optimal joint 
policy. (Kok and Vlassis, 2004) modified this coordination scheme by representing each agent’s 
local Q-value function Qi{s,a) by value mles p that specify the coordination dependencies of 
agents at a given state-action pair (s,a):
= (3.25)
3 ^
where Uj is the number of agents involved in mle pj which can be updated by:
T l j
P'A^I Gi) =  ^  ~  Qi{s, (2i)] (3.26)
i=l
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And the global Q-value is the sum of all local n  agents’ Q-values:
n
Q{s,a) = ' ^ Q i { s , a )  (3.27)
i=l
There are many other methods for coordination-based multi-agent RL: (Zhang et al., 2010) 
developed a distributed, negotiation-based approach to dynamically forming the hierarchical or­
ganizations of decentralized RL and reduce the complexity of coordinating. This self-organization 
approach groups strongly-interacting learning agents together, whose exploration strategies are 
coordinated by one supervisor. Fuzzy Subjective Task Structure (FSTS) model is described and 
extended in (Chen et al., 2005) so that the information essential to the agent coordination is effec­
tively and explicitly modeled and incorporated into a general reinforcement learning structure. 
However the basic theory of these methods can be derived from coordination graphs, we will not 
introduce more details of these methods here.
3.3.2 Coordination-free
(Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000) gives a distributed Q-leaming algorithm for cooperative multi­
agent systems without coordination scheme. With this algorithm, each agent only has to maintain 
local policy TTi{s) and local Q-value function Qi{s, u j .  Local Q-values are updated only when 
there is an increase:
Q-(s, Qi) = max{Qi(s, a^), R'  -f 'yVi{s')} (3.28)
This guarantees that the local Q-value of each agent always captures the maximum joint-action 
Q-values. At the same time, the local policy is also updated when there is an increase of Q-values:
7Ti{s) Otherwise 
However, this algorithm only works in a deterministic environment.
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3.4 Conclusion
We introduced two important classes of algorithms for solving automated planning problems. 
Here we use a unified perspective to compare these two classes. The most fundamental difference 
between them is the way they model dynamical systems, that leads to the different planning 
strategies. Figure 3.1 describes the difference. Graph search is suitable to model the deterministic
SC
(a) Graph Search (b) Reinforcement Learning
Figure 3.1: Planning algorithms
systems where each state-action pair has a unique successor as the left figure in figure 3.1. To 
such a high dynamic system like multi-agent system, graph search needs a perfect model of it to 
plan. As a matter of fact, modelling will never be perfect due to the system complexity, hence 
replanning is inevitable. In the other hand, RL is appropriate to the stochastic systems where 
each state-action pair leads to a successor with a probability distribution which is displayed 
as a small arc in the right figure of figure 3.1. With RL, an agent will optimise its behaviour 
under uncertainty to maximize its utility. However learning is inevitable. Agents have to explore 
enough to be adaptive, and this procedure is usually time consuming.
Chapter 4
Multi-agent Planner design
A multi-agent system should be a highly autonomous system since it is too complicated to be 
operated manually, espeeially those for cost efficient spaee missions. For this reason, some 
design diffieulties and requirements of multi-agent planners emerge (Weerdt and Clement, 2009). 
For instance the planner should be adaptive to uneertainty and eooperative with other agents.
The real world is sueh a stoehastic system that any design of a deterministic system will 
not work properly in real applications. The spaee environment is even more complex. Working 
automatieally on another planet where most of the plaees are not in prior knowledge of a maehine, 
rovers have to be adaptive enough to do planetary exploration. However the adaptivity designed 
manually by engineers will never take every situation into account. This requires rovers to learn 
from experience to be adaptive.
Cooperation is always the core problem within a multi-agent system. Without cooperation, 
the whole multi-agent is just equal to the sum of the individuals or even worse because of the 
disturbance from eaeh other. One of the fundamental reasons why we use a multi-agent is to 
improve the cost efficiency of single agent as mentioned in section 1.1. That is why we have to 
find a way to realise the autonomous cooperation of a multi-agent system.
In order to meet these requirements, and build up a flexible, robust and efficient multi-agent 
planner, we come up with a prototype design via a novel multi-agent RL algorithm in this chapter. 
We also build up a simulator to verify our design.
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4.1 Multi-agent System Architecture
Because different specifications could lead to different designs, we introduce the architecture to 
clarify the specification of our multi-agent system at the beginning.
In the system operation aspect, there are two types of multi-agent system architecture: the 
distributed style like the one mentioned in section 2.3.1, and the centralized style like the one 
introduced in section 2.3.2. The choice more or less depends on the design of planner. A cen­
tralized style is more suitable to a hierarchical planner instinctively. However, a distributed style 
allows more flexible design of the planner. We choose the fully distributed architecture for the 
reasons of flexibility and robustness. First, this type of architecture overcomes the disadvantage 
of MISUS. Since we have planner on each agent, even if one agent is down for any reason, the 
whole multi-agent system can still function well to achieve goals. Furthermore, the status of 
each agent is equal in the system, and so we do not have to design a specific planners for specific 
agents, so this reduces the design complexity.
In the system cooperation aspect, there are also two types of multi-agent system architecture: 
coordination-based and coordination-free (introduced in section 3.3). The coordination-based 
method has the guarantee that the multi-agent system will have an optimal policy after conver­
gence section 3.3.1 of the planning algorithm, because the whole system is modelled as a single 
agent. Yet the information exchange is necessary at various aspects according to the different 
mechanism. In order to minimize the resource consumption from communication and percep­
tion, our design takes use of coordination-free based method. Each agent plans their actions 
independently without communicating with each other (Genesereth et al., 1986), this brings the 
improvement of system robustness and flexibility. However efficient multi-agent cooperation 
requires rapid passive perception which only depends on local sensory information.
In the hardware aspect, there are apparently two types of multi-agent system architecture: 
homogeneous and heterogeneous. We assume our multi-agent system is homogeneous, but we 
believe that heterogeneous multi-agent system is not a problem as long as the planner has the 
right models of different rovers.
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4.2 Agent-Based Modelling
Agent-based modelling is a way to assess the the effects of autonomous agents’ interactions with 
environment. It is a very important tool in multi-agent systems research, particularly useful for 
understanding the relationship between individual decision and system behaviour. We build our 
multi-agent simulator by agent-based modelling to verify the emergence of complex behaviours 
generated by simple action policies via learning, and to verify that the whole is greater than the 
sum of the individuals.
We create a modified classic grid world problem: pursuit, to study how our new planner ef­
fects the multi-agent system’s behaviour in a planetary reconnaissance scenario. This model is 
composed of (i) numerous predators called agents with decision-making policies and a learning 
mechanism; (ii) a dynamic environment with preys called targets, obstacles, terrains and feed­
back rules. Figure 4.1 shows a 5x5 grid pursuit game. The red squares represent agents. Big blue
L'
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Figure 4.1 : Grid World Problem: Pursuit
dot represents complex target which needs two agents to investigate. Small green dot represents 
simple target which only needs one agent to investigate. Black crosses represent untraversable 
terrain. Agents can move along 8  directions. At the beginning, agents will be placed at random 
locations. Than agents will move to find targets and investigate them. During this procedure, 
agents can not move across the untraversable terrain and the other agents. And agent need only 
to stay beside the target to investigate. Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of our simulator. More 
technical details can be found in appendix A. Eaeh agent represents a rover with eight primitive 
actions to move along eight different directions. The environment is represented as a grid world
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Environment
Figure 4.2: Multi-agent Simulator Architecture
where the targets and terrains are. We assume there are two kinds of targets: The simple target 
needs only one agent to investigate it. When there is an agent at the position where a target is, the 
agent will do investigate automatically; The complicated target needs two agents to investigate 
it, that means they will be investigated only when one agent is at their position and another one 
moves beside it. After investigation, targets will no longer exist in the environment. When an 
agent tries to move toward obstacles or other agents, it will get a delay represented by stand­
ing still. When an agent moves on some terrains, it will be misdirected under some probability. 
Targets, obstacles and terrains are randomly put in the grid world.
Without agents’ decision-making policies, learning mechanism, and environment’s feedback 
rules, our multi-agent system will be a simple reflex system, and agents will just move randomly 
without any intelligence. In that case the whole is just equal to the sum of the parts, or even 
worse. This type of multi-agent system can not meet the requirement of cost efficient space 
missions because there is no planner to operate autonomously. For this reason, an adaptive and 
cooperative planner should be manually designed in advance or let agents leam the planning 
from interaction with environment by themselves. According to the comparison in chapter 3, we 
choose a learning approach in our design which will be introduced in next section.
4.3 Multi-agent RL
Usually, an unmanned dynamic system like a multi-agent system needs complex long-term pat­
terns of behaviour to plan itself. But to create such an optimised plan at the beginning is very 
difficult. And also it is impossible to write the plan down explicitly because there are so many
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things should be taken into account, espeeially as the real world is full of uncertainty. As a gen­
eral rule, it is better to design the performance measure according to what we actually want in 
the environment, rather than according to how we think the agent should behave. In that case, 
the premier optimisation method is self learning instead of evaluating each single action. So this 
will have to evaluate a whole sequences of actions and decide whether they are a good policy to 
execute given the current state of the world like graph search.
Recently there has been a great deal of interests in applying learning to reasoning the planning 
in robotics and automated systems. Learning to plan gives us the promise of excluding the 
tedious development of complex first principle models, and provides a variety of methods for 
synthesising a planner based on experience which is generated from real systems. In automated 
planning, rather than relying on long term human hand-engineering to design a planner, a robot 
instead learns automatically how best to plan itself. RL algorithms are naturally suitable to this 
class of problems, since agents leam on the basis of their own experience and do not require a 
teacher that can dictate the best actions.
The way how people apply RL algorithms to planning can be abstracted as the figure 4.3 
shows. As mentioned in section 3.2, given the tuple (5, A, T, R), then an optimized plan policy
Reward 
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Figure 4.3: Application of Reinforcement Learning
can be derived after convergence of values. We introduce the design of a model-free coordination- 
free multi-agent RL algorithm as the core of our multi-agent planner in this section. Since the 
algorithm is model-free, there is no need to introduce the design of the transmission function.
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4.3.1 State and Action Space
According to the assumption we have made before, our multi-agent system has two features: 
(i) Distributed planners; (ii) sense globally but plan locally. Based on this consideration, our 
algorithm should be set up with a joint state spaee and a local action space.
There is no central planner on the ground or on-board in our multi-agent system design. Each 
agent has a planner which makes the decisions for the local rover. However, one agent can not 
leam the high-level behaviours to cooperate with the other agents unless it knows where the 
others are or what the others are doing. Usually this perception process relies on communication 
among agents through the wireless network, and this method is called active perception. As 
we discussed before, this method would require heavy communication. Furthermore, it could 
change the cooperation pattem into a coordination-based mode, making agents act before sense. 
In that case, arbitration is inevitable, and a central planner is necessary.
In our design, the perception process relies only on local sensors. Each agent can perceive 
the state of the environment which includes itself, the other agents, targets and terrains. From 
the global state, each agent can perceive the behaviors of the other agents, and then plan actions 
locally to cooperate. We call this method passive perception, which brings the cooperation pat­
tem based on coordination-free. In this case, our algorithm has a joint state space of the whole 
environment where the agent is, but has a small local action space. The joint state space but 
individual action space design meets the property of the distributed system and still can guaran­
tee the emergence of high level cooperation behaviours by the coordination-free multi-agent RL 
algorithm.
4.3.2 Value Function
As we showed in section 3.2, the purpose of RL is to look for the maximised utility when agent 
is exploring the environment. And the utility is represented as the value function 3.4 of each 
state or Q-value function 3.5 of each state-action pair. In this case, agent has to leam enough 
to acquire the optimal policy. In other words, each agent has to explore the state action space 
enough to leam through experience, so as to get the converged values. But in a realistic situation.
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it is usually impossible to make sure that the agent will traverse the whole state action space. 
Most of the state action pairs encountered by an agent have never been experienced before. In 
consequence, not only should the memory needed by Q-values tables should be large, but also 
the time and data needed to fill them in is significant. Thus the RL algorithms are usually reach 
the limitation of computational resource, especially those multi-agent RL algorithms which are 
dealing with much larger joint state and action spaces.
However we notice that, in many cases an agent does not have to explore every single state- 
action pair to get a perfect Q-value table for smart planning, because some experience can be 
reasoned from one state to another. We can make use of playing football to explain this. Playing 
football is a typical multi-agent problem, as the team members in one side have to cooperate to 
win the game. One simple cooperation is passing the ball to another teammate. We know that 
this cooperation happens only depending on the relative position of two players, not depending 
on the absolute positions of them or other teammates on the field. And this could happen any 
where inside the boundary. This is a typical state abstraction process which abstracts the relative 
position of two agents if we see the football players as agents. More abstractively, the idea for 
solving this problem is generalization: an agent can leam about some small number of training 
states from experience, then generalize that experience to new, similar states. This is actually a 
fundamental idea of supervised-leaming: value prediction with function approximation.
The strategy of bringing the function approximation into RL is to closely match the value 
function by using a linear combination of well-defined features (see equation 4.1 of Q-value 
function approximation)
Q{s,a) = w  - c/){s,a) (4.1)
which are functions mapping state or state-action pairs to real numbers 0  : S' x A —> M. Feature 
funetions capture important properties of states or state-action pairs. For this reason, the de­
sign of feature funetions is domain specific. In this section, we explain approximate Q-learning 
with specially designed feature functions as our model-free coordination-free multi-agent RL 
algorithm.
First of all, we have to derive the iterative update function of approximate Q-learning from
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Q-leaming. Given the linearised Q-value function 4.1, we can predict the Q-values by using 
regression analysis. Here we can utilise the standard least squares method to approach the ap­
proximate solution. Since the difference between one sample and one prediction is:
difference = sample — Q(s, a) (4.2)
we have the error of one state-action pair:
error (w) = ^{differenced (4.3)
=  ^[sample — Q{s, a)d (4.4)
=  ^[sample — w  • cf){s, a)d (4.5)
In order to minimise the error, we have:
~  — [samp/e — w  • (f){s, a)]4>i{s, a) (4.6)
Then we can get the update function for one weight:
w[ = Wi4- a[sample — w  • cj){s, a)]</)j(s, a) (4.7)
Now agent just needs to leam weights w  associated with features respectively to update the 
Q-value:
w' = w  a[sample — w  • cf){s, a)]cj){s, a) (4.8)
= w  4- Of[7^  +  7 m ^ Q (s ',  a') — w  ■ 0 (s, a)]0 (5 , a) (4.9)
=  w  4- Of[77 4- 7 maxQ(s% u') — Q{s,a)]4>{s,a) (4.10)
Algorithm 8  shows the detail of our approximate Q-leaming algorithm:
Compared with Q-leaming introduced in section 3.2.2, we have two findings about approx-
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Algorithm 8  Approximate Q-leaming Algorithm
Input: mdp; e: exploration probability; a: leaming rate; 7: diseount rate; cf){s,a): feature 
funetions
1 
2
3
4
5
6 
7
Initialize w  
repeat 
Initialize s 
repeat
Choose an a of s using policy derived form Q (e.g. e-greedy) 
Excute s, observe r  and s' 
w ' = w  4- a[R -t- 7 I / (5 ') — Q{s, a)]c/){s, a) 
until s is terminal state 
until End episode
imate Q-leaming. First, approximate Q-leaming reduees the huge Q-value table to a simple 
veetor w. Instead of filling, updating, searching the huge Q-value table during the training, we 
only need to maintain the small w  which encodes the preference of the policy. The good news is 
that this approximation will save the computational resource considerably. But the bad news is 
that the feature functions used to match the real value function have to be well-defined manually. 
Second, if each state-action pair has a feature function like ^[(5 , a)] = 1, the w  is actually equal 
to the Q-values, and the approximate Q-leaming degrades to normal Q-leaming. This enlightens 
us that the programming stmeture of both algorithms are similar.
The intuitive interpretation of approximate Q-leaming is adjusting weights of active features: 
if something unexpectedly bad happens, dis-prefer all states with that state’s features. Inversely, 
if something good happens, prefer all states with that state’s features. This gives us a clue on how 
to train a multi-agent system to cooperate by speeifie feature functions encoding the coordination 
without the explicit coordination through information exchange.
We have designed three classes of features for our planner: target related, coordination related 
and terrain related. Target related features tell the agent the distance of targets. For instance, 
the distance of the closet target, or is there any target beside. Target related features let the 
agents ware about the rough locations of targets and enforce the agent to achieve tasks as soon 
as possible. The coordination related features tell the agent the relative positions of the other 
agents, they always contain the any state information of the other agents depend on local sensory
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data. For instance, if there is another agent beside a complicated target which needs two agents 
to investigate, or if there are any agents in a range. Mathematically, this could be represented as 
a simple function depend on the sensory data. For example, if there are two agents in a speeifie 
range, then the output of the feature function should be 2. Or if the distance between two agents 
is 5 meters, then the output of the feature function should be 5. Because the coordination related 
features include the state information of the other agents, they can tell agent about the rough 
loeation of other agents and make it cooperate with other agents loosely or tightly. For example, 
agents should know to seatter to investigate simple targets simultaneously, or two agents should 
know how to investigate one complicated target together. Terrain related features tell the agent 
the kind of the terrain beside, they make the agent navigate more intelligently.
In order to study the effect of the coordination related features, we have applied three al­
gorithms in same scenarios to compare their performance. We have implemented a Q-Ieaming 
first. We also have designed a normal Approximate Q-learning algorithm which only has sim­
ple target related and terrain related features: (/)['closet — ."]; check — ."]; (j)]f beside — *"]; 
(fdbeside — %"]. We also have designed an Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming which has not 
only the simple target related and terrain related features, but also the complex target related and 
coordination related features: (f^'closet — o'']\ (f)['check — o"]; cj)[’beside — a”]. The stmctures 
of these three algorithms are totally the same as Approximate Q-leaming described in Algorithm 
8 . The different feature functions (j){s, a) adopted by these three algorithms are elaborated in the 
following Table 4.1. The details of the comparison is in chapter 5.
4.3.3 Reward Function
The reward function of RL gives a powerful way to solve the MDP planning problems, because 
it is often much easier to speeify the reward function than to directly specify the values of states 
V  or state-action pairs Q and optimal policy tt*. The use of a reward signal to formalize the 
idea of a goal is one of the most distinctive features of reinforcement leaming. Given a reward 
function R  and the MDPs state transition probabilities T, the values and optimal policy are 
exactly determined. In our case, if the R  is defined, the w  and the tt* are exactly determined. We
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Q-leaming_________________ AQ-leaming________________EAQ-leaming______________
ç!)[(5 , a)] =l(each state-action closet — ."] =distance to ^["closet— ."] ^distance to 
pair) the nearest simple target; the nearest simple target;
(f)^'check — ."] ^whether a cj)['check — /'] ^whether a
simple target is beside; simple target is beside;
(!)['beside —^"] =whetherbe- (f)["beside —^"] ^whetherbe­
side pitfalls ; side pitfalls ;
(])['beside — %”] ^whether f^'beside — %”] ^whether
beside wall beside wall;
^['eloset — o''] ^distance to 
the nearest complex target;
4>\f'check — o"] =  whether a 
complex target is beside;
(j)^'beside — a"] ^whether an 
agent is one step far away
Table 4.1: Different feature functions of different algorithms. Detail Python codes are showed in 
Appendix A.
introduce the design of reward function in this section.
The agent will get a small penalty for just moving around in free space without doing any­
thing. This penalty is under the consideration of power consumption, and it will push the agent 
to achieve tasks as soon as possible. The agent will get a worse penalty if it moves toward the 
obstacles or into some special terrains which interfere with its movement. This penalty will teach 
the agent to move more efficiently and safely by avoiding obstacles and tough terrains. The agent 
will get a reward if it is involved in any target investigation. This reward will enforce the agent 
to find the targets with other agents as soon as possible. All agents will get a better reward if the 
last target is found in a certain area.
Chapter 5
Results Analysis
We designed two classes of experiments to test the performance of our multi-agent RL algo­
rithm. One class is to investigate the different performance of standard Q-leaming, Approximate 
Q-leaming and Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming. The other one is to investigate the different 
performanee of Enhaneed Approximate Q-leaming under different task scenarios. The diffe- 
nence among these three algorithms is the design of the feature functions: Standard Q-leaming 
simply has cj)[(s, a)] =  1 as its feature function; the Approximate Q-leaming has feature func­
tions without coordination features for cooperation; the Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming has 
the coordination features. Each class of experiment consists of different scenarios, but all of them 
represent the same principle prototype mission which is investigating several valuable scientific 
targets by multiple homogeneous rovers in a limited area
In all the experiments, each reinforcement training set contains 3000 episodes, and each 
episode will stop when agents achieve the task or reach 500 steps. Eaeh training is repeated 
5 times, and the average results are the arithmetic mean of the 5 results. Each agent will be 
located at a random free position in the map at the beginning of eaeh episode. The common RL 
parameters are set up as: leaming rate a = 0 .2 , discount rate 7  =  0 .8 , exploration probability 
e = 0.05. Experiments have been mn on our DELL Optiplex 755 workstatioin powered by an 
Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 processor and Ubuntu Linux 10.04 operating system. Although the data 
of each line plotted in the following figures are acquired from one agent, they still elucidate the
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leaming status of all the other agents and the leaming properties of our planner because of the 
architecture of our multi-agent system (see section 4.1).
5.1 Algorithms Comparison
The purpose of the first experiments are to investigate the performance of Enhanced Approxi­
mate Q-leaming by comparing itself with the standard Q-leaming and Approximate Q-leaming. 
Because the computational time of the standard Q-leaming is long, we have designed a small 5 
X  5 grid map with one simple target, one complicated target, 2 agents and one type of terrain in 
it as the environment for this experiment. Although the environment is simple, the results still 
show us the significant difference among these three algorithms.
The relationship between rewards and steps is that the fewer steps taken by one agent in one 
episode causes the higher rewards acquired by it in the same episode. According to the figure
5.1 and 5.2, we have following findings. Standard Q-leaming always converges to more opti­
mal values after training because there is enough traversal of the whole state-action space by the 
agent, and this result can be used as a standard criterion. Compared with standard Q-leaming, 
the Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming has much faster convergence but sub-optimal values after 
training. This difference shows that the feature functions can not match the real value func­
tion perfectly. As a matter of fact, the funetion approximation will never be perfect since it 
always reduces the whole Q-value table into a smaller w  while losing some leamed experience. 
Approximate Q-leaming, without the coordination features, has much poorer performance and 
bigger deviation when compared with Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming. This means that the 
coordination features of each individual planner is working well on generating the cooperative 
behaviours of multi-agent without explicit coordination. This also gives us a clue that well- 
defined feature functions can improve the performance of Approximate Q-learning significantly. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.5 show the rewards and steps in one of the five repeated trainings, and figures 
5.4 and 5.6 show the detailed data of each episode of figure 5.3 and 5.5. We can derive the same 
conclusions as before from these figures. Moreover, from figure 5.5 we can find an upperbound 
of the line, meaning that the agents usually ean not achieve the tasks successfully without co-
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ordination features, and this points out the importanee of the feature functions in Approximate 
Q-leaming again.
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Figure 5,1: One agent’s mean average rewards of each 100 episodes of five repeated experiments.
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Together with figure 5.1, we know that the fewer steps the higher reward.
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We can see the significant advantage of Enhanced Approximate Q-learning on saving com­
putational time from figure 5.7. Along with the figure 5.8 we have following findings. Standard 
Q-leaming takes much longer time to calculate at the beginning of the training, this is caused by 
searching in the huge blank Q-value table at the beginning. Relatively, Approximate Q-leamings 
only have to maintain much smaller ws  instead of huge Q-value tables, so that their calcula­
tion speed is much faster than the standard Q-leaming's. However by the reason of lacking 
coordination features, the agents with Approximate Q-leaming usually can not achieve the tasks 
which need tight cooperation. That is why the Approximate Q-leaming takes more time than 
Enhanced Approximate Q-learning shown in the figure. Figure 5.9 shows the details of each 
training episode of figure 5.8. From these results, we can find that, our model-free coordination- 
free multi-agent RL algorithm with well designed feature functions can achieve the sub-optimal 
policy by taking much fewer computational resources compare with the traditional Q-leaming. 
This is very useful in practical applications. In practical applications, people usually pursue the 
sub-optimal solutions to problems because sub-optimal solutions usually can be acquired more 
efficiently and the performance of the sub-optimal solutions ean still be acceptable with respect 
to the design requirements.
All previous experiments are tested under a fixed environment, that means the maps are fixed 
during the trainings. However in real applications, maps will never be the same in different 
missions. Considering this, we have done an experiment in which agents have to work in a 
new environment during the last 100 episodes. Figure 5.10 shows the result of this experiment. 
We can easily find out that the performance of the standard Q-learning is much poorer than the 
Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming during the last 100 episodes. This is because the new map 
changes the joint state space of the algorithm, but each agent still holds the Q-value tables of old 
joint state space. In the other hand, since the approximate Q-leaming algorithm is not maintain­
ing the value of each single state-action pair but the Wi of each feature function which abstracts 
the feature of different states, experience from previous training can be easily generalised in 
the new environment. In other words, the agents with approximate Q-leaming algorithms are 
much more adaptive to variant environments than the agents with standard Q-leaming. This is a 
very useful feature for space applications, because usually the space environment is totally un-
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known, and this demands the rovers to be highly adaptive and to funetion well in this unknown 
environment.
Summarising the previous three paragraphs of findings, we can conclude that, the Enhanced 
Approximate Q-learning is much more efficient and adaptive than the standard Q-leaming. Al­
though it generates sub-optimal policy by function approximation after convergence, the En­
hanced Approximate Q-leaming still satisfies the design requirements proposed in section 4.
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5.2 Scenarios Comparison
In this section, we apply our Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming in six different scenarios which 
have two, three, four agents and one, two, three, four pairs of targets respectively. Each pair of 
targets have half simple targets and half complicated targets. Since we are using the efficient 
Enhanced Approximate Q-leaming, now we can use 10 times 10 grid maps in this experiment. 
The purpose of this comparison is to investigate the different performance of the our algorithm 
working in different scope of environments.
We plot all the data of rewards, steps and computational time in the same chart respectively 
so that the difference can be distinguished easily. From figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13, we can get 
an instinctive finding very quickly: the performance of the algorithm in different scenarios is 
proportional to the number of agents, and inversely proportional to the number of targets. It can 
be simply explained that more agents help the system work more efficiently, while more targets 
brings more work load. In addition to this result, we have some other interesting findings. First, 
the distribution density of the agents and targets in a fixed size map affects the performance of 
the algorithm. The deviation of the RL values is higher when the distribution density is smaller. 
This is because lower distribution density gives the agents more free space to work in and raises 
the uncertainty about the motion of each agent. But we believe that this defect can be eliminated 
by creating more specific features. Second, given the same number of agents and same size of 
the map usually, the fewer targets in the environment, the fewer steps executed by agents and the 
more rewards earned by agents. However the reward of finding a target is much larger than the 
penalty of moving one step, that is why the reward in the 4 agents 8  targets scenario is higher than 
in the 4 agents 6  targets scenario, although the steps in the 4 agents 8  targets scenario is more 
than the 4 agents 6  targets scenario. Third, the good linearity of the accumulative computational 
time is again due to the small size of w.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
We summarise our research in this chapter, and introduce some potential ideas based on the 
conclusion for the future work.
6.1 Conclusion
The vision of multiple spacecraft missions introduces the key technical challenge of the design of 
a multi-agent planner. Our research provides an alternative approach to this problem. During our 
research, we first went through a collection of state-of-the-art systems which include robotics 
platforms, planning and scheduling systems and multi-agent planners. Then we did a more 
careful review on mathematics tools which contains two classes of planning algorithms; graph 
search and reinforcement learning. A special investigation on multi-agent RL was also included. 
After the literature survey, we proposed a new idea for multi-agent planning, and tested our 
prototype implementation in a series of experiments.
In order to find a potential robotics platform for our future research and development, we 
reviewed three typical platforms: CLARAty, Player and ROS. All of them can be treated as 
two-layer architecture platforms with advanced algorithms, however ROS has the advantage rel­
atively. CLARAty is specially designed for space mobile robots, but difficult to adopt for reuse 
because of the restrict hardware platforms and license. Player was a popular open source plat­
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form, and has a focus on providing more hardware support, but lacks various algorithms and 
tools. ROS is a new open source platform with much more concerns recently, has been grow­
ing rapidly because of the well-designed software architecture and development tools. ROS has 
also acquired a lot of high quality software of multidisciplinary robotics for different hardware 
platforms and applications. Although it is not for space originally, it has many algorithms which 
are very useful for space robots, at the mean time we could contribute to fill the gap of space 
applications of ROS.
We then reviewed the state-of-the-art PS systems used by those platforms. EUROPA and 
ASPEN/CASPER were two search algorithms based planners for spacecraft, and are still widely 
used in space missions. ASPEN has been widely used in ground stations, and its dérivant 
CASPER is an on-board version especially for real-time planning of spacecraft. Compared with 
ASPEN/CASPER, EUROPA has a more advanced architecture for easy extension, this is why 
EUROPA has been applied to variform robots like T-REX on AUV. SMACH comes up with a new 
planning idea based on behaviour modelling. This is more efficient for robots to achieve compli­
cated tasks, but has a focus on command execution and motion debugging, and lacks a scheduling 
function. We also took a look at some multi-agent systems like ALLIANCE and MISUS. In spite 
of the newer design of MISUS, which uses CASPER as its planner, ALLIANCE has a more ro­
bust and flexible, but has limited capability design inspired by motivational behaviours.
According to the technology used behind those planners, we surveyed two kinds of planning 
algorithms: graph search and reinforcement learning. Search algorithms like DES, BPS and 
A* are widely used by traditional planners with well-defined models for deterministic domains. 
On the other hand, RL models the domains by MDP which is a family of stochastic search 
problems, this is very useful applications suffering from uncertainty. Meanwhile we reviewed 
the related work of multi-agent RL which also includes two branches: coordination-based and 
coordination-free. The coordination-free multi-agent RL could be used in a pure distributed 
system, but without the garantee of optimal policy compared with the coordination-based ones. 
However, usually suboptimal solutions can be derived much more efficiently.
Based on the information gathered from the literature review, we proposed a new approach 
to multi-agent planning. Our multi-agent system follows a pure distributed style even without
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the communication among agents. Along with our model-free coordination-free multi-agent RL 
built in each agent, it provides a robust, adaptive, flexible and cooperative architecture. Based on 
standard Q-leaming, our algorithm uses function approximation by introducing feature functions 
to bring high level cooperative behaviours without explicit coordination. In order to verify our 
idea, we built a prototype system with agent-based modelling to simulate different scenarios. The 
results showed following major interesting points: (i) Standard Q-leaming can generate an opti­
mal policy for certain under any scenarios because it uses each joint state as a single feature. In 
consequence, it can exhaust computational resources, (ii) Enhanced approximate Q-leaming with 
well-defined feature functions can also help the multi-agent system which has loosely and tightly 
cooperative behaviours for joint tasks. Those behaviours are emerged by suboptimal policy, but 
leamed much more efficiently than Q-learning. Compared with other multi-agent systems, our 
arehitecture is more robust since one broken-down agent does break down the whole system; it is 
more adaptive since Q-leaming can leam a model of real environment from experience; it is more 
flexible because there is no explicit coordination mechanism for cooperation which emerges by 
customised feature functions on each single agent; it is cooperative because the whole is greater 
than the sum of the individuals by the coordination features.
6.2 Future Work
In spite of the good results of our experiments, there is still a amount of works to do in the future.
First, in order to verify our algorithm, we have just designed a simple multi-agent simula­
tor. However, there are quite a lot of more powerful Agent-based Modeling (ABM) tools for 
multi-agent simulation like Swarm, NetLogo, StarLogo, Ascape, MASON, Repast. With these 
software tools, researchers can easily model complex behaviours of hundreds or thousands of 
independent agents. This makes it easy to explore the relationship between the lower-level be­
haviours of individuals and the high-level pattems that emerge from the interaction of multiple 
agents. All these tools come with libraries including models in a variety of domains such as 
economics, biology, physics, chemistry, psychology, system dynamics and many other natural 
and social sciences.
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However, there is a gap between ABM and robotics. ABM has focus on explore the emergent 
phenomena of multiple independent agents, it always abstracts a complex individual into a simple 
model by ignoring the technical details. On the other hand, robotics has more focus on the 
teehnical details of the complex system of a single robot. At the moment, there is no such tool to 
connect these two realms together.
Third, there are some aspects of our algorithm have to be improved in the future. The com­
parison of algorithms might not be complete, because we have not compared our algorithm with 
coordination-based RL and graph search yet. Also more complicated scenarios should be de­
signed to test our algorithm for more practical applications. At the same time, in respeet that 
the tasks will be more complex, the feature function should be upgraded to improve the per­
formance of the multi-agent system. It may even be possible to systematise the design of the 
feature functions using some mathematics tools. The reward function can also use the function 
approximation method to improve its learning capability.
Appendix A
Multi-agent Simulator
This section shows a portion of the technical details. The simulator is written in Python.
A.l World
This is a part of the implementation of the world environment where agents live.
1 class World ( o b j e c t ) :
2 " " "  T h e  e n v i r o n m e n t  w h e r e  a g e n t s  l i v e " " "
3
4 def __init ( s e l f ) :
5 " " "  I n i t i a l i z e  t h e  w o r l d  " " "
6 s e l f . a g e n t s  = []
7
8 def getLayout( s e l f , m a p _ f i l e ) :
9 " " "  I n p u t  t h e  ma p  " " "
10 g r i d  = [ l i n e ,  s t r i p  () for l i n e  in o p e n  ( m a p _ f  i l e )
11 for i  in r a n g e  ( l e n  ( g r i d )  ) :
12 g r i d  [ i ]  = l i s t  ( g r i d  [ i ]  )
13 return g r i d
14
15 def getNum( s e l f , c )  :
16 "  "  "
17 G e t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  a g e n t s ,
18 t a r g e t s  o r  s o m e t h i n g  e l s e
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57
n = 0
for i  in r a n g e ( l e n ( s e l f . l a y o u t ) ) :
for j  in r a n g e ( l e n ( s e l f . l a y o u t [0])) 
if s e l f . l a y o u t [ i ] [ j ] == c :  
n  += 1
return n
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 .............
32 s e l f  . a g e n t s  . a p p e n d  ( a g e n t  )
def register( s e l f , a g e n t ) :
i r  n  r r
A d d  a  n e w  a g e n t  i n  t h e  w o r l d  
a t  a  r a n d o m  p o s i t i o n
def putAgent ( s e l f ) :
M tf If t h e  a g e n t  a t  a  r a n d o m  p o s i t i o n " " "
36 p o s  = s e l f . b l a n k S p a c e  ( )
p o s  = p o s [ r a n d i n t ( 0 , l e n ( p o s ) ) ]  
s e l f . l a y o u t [ p o s [ 0 ] ] [ p o s [ 1 ] ] = ' a
39 return p o s
41 def act ( s e l f ,  p, a )  :
42 " " "  G e n e r a t e  n e w  p o s i t i o n  a f t e r  a c t i o n  e x c u t e d " " "
43 return s e l f  . r e _ t r a n s f o r m  ( [ s e l f  . t r a n s f o r m  (p)  [0] +
44 a  [ 0 ] , s e l f  . t r a n s f o r m  (p)  [ l ] + a [ l ] ] )
45
46 def getAction ( s e l f , a ) :
47 " " "  G e t  t w o  n e i g h b o u r  a c t i o n s " " "
48 if a [ 0 ] ==0 : 
return [[a[0]-1,a [1]],[a[0]+l,a[l]]]
elif a[l]==0:
return [[a[0],a[l]-l],[a[0],a[l]+l]] 
else :
return [[0,a [1]],[a[0],0]]
def update ( s e l f ,  a g e n t ,  a c t i o n ]
U p d a t e  t h e  w o r l d  a n d  a g e n t  s t a t e  a f t e r  a g e n t  d o  a c t i o n ,
58 d i f f e r e n t  t e r r a i n  h a s  d i f f e r e n t  d y n a m i c  m o d e l ,
59 % r e p r e s e n t s  b o u n d a r y ,  a  r e p r e s e n t s  a g e n t .
r  =  - 1 . 0
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n e w  = s e l f . a c t  ( a g e n t . p o s i t i o n ,  a c t i o n )
i f  s e l f . a t P i t f a l l ( a g e n t . p o s i t i o n )  and  
s e l f . a t P i t f a l l ( n e w )  and a g e n t . p o s i t i o n  !=  n e w  
f o r  a  i n  s e l f . g e t A c t i o n ( a c t i o n ) :
t e m p _ n e w  = s e l f . a c t ( a g e n t . p o s i t i o n , a )
68 i f  s e l f . a t P i t f a l l  ( t e m p _ n e w )  or
69 s e l f . l a y o u t  [ t e m p _ n e w  [0 ] ] [ t e m p _ n e w  [ 1 ] ]
70 i f  r a n d i n t  (0 , 2 ) :
71 n e w  = t e m p _ n e w
i f  s e l f . l a y o u t [ n e w [0 ] ] [ n e w [1 ]] == ' . ' :
r  = 5 0 . 0
i f  s e l f . g e t N u m  ( '  . '  ) + s e l f . g e t N u m  ( ' o ' )  == 1 :  
r  = 1 0 0 . 0
72
73
74
75
76
77
78 if s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [0] ] [ n e w  [1] ] ==  '  a  '  or
79 s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [0] ] [ n e w  [1] ] = = '  % ' or
80 s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [0 ] ] [ n e w  [1 ] ] = = ' * ' :
81 n e w  = a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n
82 r  = -1 0  . 0
83
84 a g e n t . r  = r
85
86 if s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [0] ] [ n e w  [1] ] == ' o ' and
87 l e n  ( s e l f . a t P o s  (new)  ) == 1 :
88 n e w  = a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n
89 if s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [0] ] [ n e w  [1] ] ==  /  o '  and
90 l e n  ( s e l f . a t P o s  (new)  ) > 1:
91 for a  in s e l f . a g e n t s :
92 if a . p o s i t i o n  in s e l f . a t P o s  (new)  :
93 a . r  = 5 0 . 0
94 if s e l f . g e t N u m ( ' . ' ) +
95 s e l f .  g e t N u m  ( '  o ' )  = = 1 :
a . r  = 1 0 0 . 0
98 s e l f . l a y o u t  [ a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n  [0 ] ] [ a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n  [1 ] ] =
99 s e l f . l a y o u t  [ n e w  [ 0 ] ] [ n e w  [1 ] ] = ' a '
100 a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n  = n e w
def step ( s e l f ) :
" " "  g e t  o n e  s t e p  a c t i o n s  f r o m  a g e n t s  
a c t i o n s  = []
105
106
107
108
109
110 
111
113
116
117
118 
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for i  in r a n g e  ( l e n ( s e l f . a g e n t s ) ) :
a c t i o n s . a p p e n d ( s e l f . a g e n t s [ i ] . d o A c t i o n ( ) )  
for i  in r a n g e ( l e n ( s e l f . a g e n t s ) ) :
s e l f . u p d a t e ( s e l f . a g e n t s [ i ] , a c t i o n s [ i ] ) 
for i  in r a n g e ( l e n ( s e l f . a g e n t s ) ) :
s e l f . a g e n t s [ i ] . l a y o u t  = s e l f . l a y o u t  
if s e l f . a g e n t s [ i ] . e p s i l o n  !=  0.0:
112 s e l f  . a g e n t s  [ i ]  . u p d a t e  0
114 def run ( s e l f , m a p _ f i l e  = '  m a p . t x t  '  ) :
115 " " "  R u n  t h e  s i m u l a t i o n  " " "  
s e l f . l a y o u t  = s e l f . g e t L a y o u t ( m a p _ f i l e )  
for a g e n t  in s e l f . a g e n t s :
a g e n t . r e w a r d  = 0
a g e n t  . p o s i t i o n  == s e l f  . p u t A g e n t  ()
120 for a g e n t  in s e l f . a g e n t s :
121 a g e n t . l a y o u t  = s e l f ,  l a y o u t
122 s e l f ,  s t e p s  = 0
123 while s e l f ,  s t e p s  <500 and s e l f  . g e t N u m  (  ^ '  ) +
124 s e l f . g e t N u m  ( ' o ' )  !=  0:
125 s e l f ,  s t e p  0
126 s e l f ,  s t e p s  += 1
127 if s e l f .  g e t N u m  ( ' . ' ) + s e l f .  g e t N u m  ( '  o ' )  ==  0 :
128 s e l f ,  s u c c e s s  = 1
129 else :
130 s e l f ,  s u c c e s s  = 0
A.2 RL Agent
Following is a part of the implementation of standard Q-leaming agent.
class RLRover( A g e n t ) :
" " " A g e n t  w i t h  r e i n f o r c e m e n t  l e a r n i n g " " "
4 def___init ( s e l f , w o r l d , a l p h a = 0 .2,g a m m a = 0 . 8 , e p s i l o n = 0 . 05)
5 " " "  I n i t i a l i z e  t h e  a g e n t  " " "
6 s e l f . a l p h a  = a l p h a  # l e a r n i n g  r a t e
7 s e l f . g a m m a  = gamma # d i s c o u n t  f a c t o r
8 s e l f . e p s i l o n  = e p s i l o n
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9 ^ p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a  r a n d o m  a c t i o n  s e l e c t i o n
10 s e l f . w o r l d  = w o r l d
11 s e l f . a c t i o n s  =
12 [ ( i , j )  for i  in r a n g e  (-1,2) for j  in r a n g e  (-1,2)]
13 s e l f ,  r e w a r d  = 0 # t o t a l  r e w a r d
14 s e l f  . p o s i t i o n  = [] # a g e n t  p o s i t i o n
15 s e l f . w = {} # f e a t u r e s '  w e i g h t s
16 s e l f  . w o r l d . r e g i s t e r  ( s e l f  ) # r e g i s t e r  a g e n t  i n  w o r l d
17
18 def update ( s e l f  ) :
19 " " " U p d a t e  w e i g h t s  w { } " " "
20 q  =  0 . 0
21 for k  in s e l f . f . k e y s  () :
22 if k not in s e l f  . w . k e y s  () :
23 s e l f - w [ k ] = 0 . 0
24 q  += s e l f  . f  [k]  * s e l f  . w [k]
25 c o r r e c t i o n  = s e l f  . r  + s e l f ,  gamma * s e l f  . g e t V a l u e  ( ) -  q
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
for k in s e l f . f . k e y s ( ) :
s e l f . w [ k ]  += s e l f . a l p h a  * c o r r e c t i o n  * s e l f . f [ k ]  
s e l f . r e w a r d  += s e l f . r
def getValue ( s e l f ) :
" " "  G e t  v a l u e ' * " "
32 return s e l f  . g e t Q V a l u e  ( s e l f  . g e t P o l i c y  ( )
def getFeatures( s e l f , a c t i o n ) :
" " "  A b s t r a c t  f e a t u r e s  f r o m  s e n s o r  i n f o r m a t i o n  " " "  
s t a t e  = s e l f . g e t S t a t e ()
37 f  = {}
f  [ ( s t a t e , a c t i o n ) ] = 1 . 0  
return f
def getState( s e l f ) :
" " "  R e c e i v e  t h e  s e n s o r  s t a t e " " "  
g r i d  = d e e p c o p y ( s e l f . l a y o u t )
g r i d [ s e l f . p o s i t i o n [ 0 ] ] [ s e l f . p o s i t i o n [ 1 ] ]  = '  A
for i  in r a n g e ( l e n ( g r i d ) ) :
g r i d [ i ]  = " " . j o i n ( g r i d [ i ] )
return t u p l e ( g r i d )
def getQValue( s e l f , a c t i o n ) :
" " "  G e t  Q - v a l u e " " "
f e a t u r e  = s e l f . g e t F e a t u r e s ( a c t i o n )
52
4
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q  = 0 . 0
53 for k  in f e a t u r e  .  k e y s  (  )  :
5 4  if k  not in s e l f  .  w .  k e y s  (  )  :
55 s e l f  . w  [ k ]  =  0 . 0
5 6  q  + =  f e a t u r e  [ k ]  *  s e l f  .  w  [ k ]
57 return q
def getPolicy( s e l f ) :
" " "  G e t  t h e  b e s t  a c t i o n " " "
q = { } 
a c t i o n  = []
for a  in s e l f - a c t i o n s :
q [ a ]  = s e l f . g e t Q V a l u e ( a ]
65 for a  in q . k e y s  ( ) :
. if q [ a ]  == m a x  ( q . v a l u e s  0 )  : 
a c t i o n . a p p e n d ( a )  
return a c t i o n [ r a n d i n t (0,l e n ( a c t i o n ) ) ]
def doAction( s e l f ) :
E x e c u t e  t h e  a c t i o n  b y  u s i n g  
e p s i l o n - g r e e d y  s t r a t e g y
75 if r a n d o m  0  > s e l f  . e p s i l o n  :
76 a  = s e l f  . g e t P o l i c y  ( )
77 else:
78 a  = s e l f  . a c t i o n s  [ r a n d i n t  (0 , l e n  ( s e l f - a c t i o n s
79 s e l f . f  = s e l f  . g e t F e a t u r e s  ( a )
80 return a
A.3 Enhanced Approximate Q Agent
Following is a part of the implementation of enhanced approximate Q-learning agent.
class AQRover ( R L R o v e r ) :
IIIIII w i t h  a p p r o x i m a t e  q - l e a r n i n g "  " "
def getFeatures( s e l f , a c t i o n ) :
" " "  a c s t r a c t  f e a t u r e s  f r o m  s e n s o r  i n f o r m a t i o n  " " "
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n e w  = s e l f . a c t ( s e l f . p o s i t i o n ,  a c t i o n )  
f  = {}
" " "  B i a s " " "
f [' bias ' ] = 1 . 0/ 10.0
" " "  C l o s e s t  . t a r g e t  " " "  
t a r g e t _ d  = self.location( ' . ' )
if l e n  ( t a r g e t _ d )  > 0: 
d  -  - 1 . 0
for t  in t a r g e t _ d :
if d  > s e l f . d i s t a n c e ( n e w ,  t )  or d  < 0.0: 
d  = s e l f . d i s t a n c e ( n e w ,  t )  
f [  ' closest- . ’ ] = f l o a t ( d ) / s e l f . m a p S i z e ( ) / l O . 0
" " "  C l o s e s t  o t a r g e t  " " "  
t a r g e t _ o  = s e l f . l o c a t i o n ( ' o ' )
i f  l e n ( t a r g e t _ o )  > 0 : 
d  = - 1 . 0
f o r  t  i n  t a r g e t _ o :
i f  d  > s e l f . d i s t a n c e ( n e w ,  t )  o r  d  < 0 . 0 :
27 d  = s e l f  . d i s t a n c e  ( n e w ,  t )
28 f [  '  closest-o '  ] = f l o a t  (d)  /  s e l f  . m a p S i z e  ( ) / lO . 0
29
30 " " "  B e s i d e  a g e n t s  i n  1 s e t p s  a w a y  " " "
31 a g e n t s  = s e l f . l o c a t i o n  ( '  a  ' )
32 n  = 0
33 f o r  a  i n  a g e n t s  :
34 i f  s e l f . d i s t a n c e  ( n e w,  a )  <= 1 a n d
35 a  != s e l f  . p o s i t i o n  :
36 n  = 1
37 f [  ' beside-a '  ] = f l o a t  (n)  / l O . 0
38
39 " " "  C h e c k  t a r g e t  . " " "
i f  n  == 0 a n d  s e l f . l a y o u t [ n e w [ 0 ] ] [ n e w [ 1 ] ]
f [ '  c h e c k - .  ' ] -  1 . 0 / 1 0 . 0
" " "  C h e c k  t a r g e t  o  " " "
i f  n  = =  1 and s e l f . l a y o u t [ n e w [ 0 ] ] [ n e w [ 1 ] ]  = =  '  o
f [ ' check-o ' ] = 1 . 0 / 1 0 . 0
" " "  B e s i d e  p i t f a l l s  " " "
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48 pitfalls = self. location ( ' * ' )
49 n = 0
50 for p in pitfalls:
51 if self. distance (new, p) <1:
52 n = 1
53 f[' beside-* ' ] = float (n) / l O . 0
54
55 TUI I Beside walls """
56 walls = self . location ( ' % ' )
57 n = 0
58 for w in walls :
59 if self. distance (new, w) <1:
60 n — 1
61 f[ ' beside- % ' ] = float (n) /lO. 0
62
63 return f
A 4 Flow Chart of Simulator
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